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SUMMARY 
 
The current form of cadastral system in Egypt is faced with many troubles and powerless 
capabilities in providing information related to land and its uses, such as: landowner, 
boundaries, ownership and the roots of this ownership, relation between owners and user of 
the parcel, purchase and mortgage matters, etc. So, considerable time is needed in order to 
access, locate, and retrieve this information, which in turn lead to a significant wastage of 
public and private money, and effort. In this paper, the main objective is to design and 
establish a good, and up-to-date base for a modern cadastre system for Egypt, by using the 
recent techniques and technologies in surveying and computer science. Hence, automating the 
cadastral map data features, into a usable digital format into the computer, building the 
relational-database from the automated internal and external attribute data of the cadastral 
area under study, and designing a computer software package, which is capable of extracting, 
as many queries as possible, about the essential attribute data related to cadastral parcels and 
its circumstances, from the established relational database system are the three major stages 
that have been set up as a work plan of our investigation. This developed system considers the 
following two basic points: The system provides current, relevant and easily accessible 
attribute-data related to cadastral maps; optimal use of modern technology for data collection, 
data processing, data storage and retrieval, and data updating. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Parcel-based land information systems, or cadastres, form a subset of spatial information sys-
tems, in which the fundamental structure for collecting, storing, and retrieving information, is 
the cadastral parcel. Their primary objective is to provide a complete, up-to-date record of 
ownership of land, value, and land use in graphical and textual format.  
In Egypt, the present forms of cadastre systems are faced with many troubles and powerless 
capabilities in providing information related to land and its uses, such as: landowner, 
boundaries, ownership and the roots of this ownership, relation between owners and user of 
the parcel, purchase and mortgage matters, etc. Also, The work in the Cadastral department 
and the related provincial and district offices are conducted at very slow rate, with a lot of 
routine work. The rate of producing cadastral maps is very slow, because of using old 
techniques in surveying and map production. A large percentage of rural areas (agriculture 
and new land areas), in Egypt, are not yet covered by new cadastral maps. Most of existing 
cadastral maps are now out of date, because the updating procedure is not working efficiently, 
which makes the cadastral system to be inconsistent, due to the old and new information. The 
duplication of information means wasting of effort, time, and money. This also makes the 
updating process more difficult. Also the Daftar-El-Misaha and Daftar-El-Mizaniya are not 
subjected to changes according to any alterations in the property boundaries and ownership. A 
lot of transactions are not registered, due to the expensive charges of the registration. 
Moreover, the cadastral process includes provincial and district offices, where the connections 
between them are by transportation or mail (not by computer system), and consequently, this 
also causes waste of time and effort. 
In addition, in Egypt, like most developing countries, the rapid growth of population with its 
increasing demands on urban and rural land, has highlighted the urgent need for current, 
relevant, and easily accessible information, for use by planners and administrators concerned 
with land capabilities, land control and use, property assessment and taxes, etc. Such urgent 
need for an optimized and automated cadastral system for Egypt, has been an important 
motivation behind undertaking the current research contained herein. 
However, in most countries, the cadastral system may be generally divided into two main 
categories, namely: the urban cadastre, which is concerned with buildings, ownership, number 
of stories, number of apartments in each story, quality evaluation, …etc.; and agricultural 
cadastre, which is concerned with the land agriculture and vegetation, ownership, areas for 
taxation purpose, perimeters, and neighbors for complete parcel definition, particularly for the 
land division view points, selling, and purchasing,…etc. In both cases, there is an important 
legal part concerning each property, known as legal rights, which depends mainly on the law 
adopted, which may defer from country to another. However in our case here, the present 
investigation will be concentrated on the agricultural cadastre only, from two principal 
characteristics, which are the geometrical part of each parcel as well as its land use. The 
geometrical part may include parcel area, perimeter, mapping coordinates of its nodes, its 
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relationships with neighboring parcels, …etc. The land use may include building, vegetation, 
infrastructure utilities, …etc. Moreover the legal part of the cadastral system will not included 
here, but the design will take it by real application. 

2. METHODOLOGY OF INVESTIGATION 

In order to design and establish a good, and up-to-date base for a complete modern cadastral 
system for Egypt, by using the recent techniques and technologies of computer science, there 
are three major stages of the work plan, which must be curried out one after the other. These 
three stages are, namely: automating the cadastral map spatial-data; building the cadastral-
system database; establishing and implementing the sought cadastre system for Egypt. 
All require steps, which constitute the entire work plan, for our purpose here, and covering 
these three major stages of development, are depicted schematically in figure(1) as a block 
diagram. The explanation of the major steps involved into each one of the above three main 
stages of our work plan, as given in figure1, will be displayed later. 
In the first stage, that is automating the cadastral map spatial data, the main target will be the 
data capture, in both its spatial and attribute format. The spatial data may be in digital form, or 
as a hard copy form, which should be in turn digitized. In our case here, the practical 
implementation of the developed cadastre system, will be applied on a hard copy map, in a 
region of north Cairo. The attributes or descriptive data will include, for example parcel 
number, parcel owner, area, hod name, land use type, … etc. Now, the first step is to make the 
map data under consideration ready for digitization process by identifying its data layers and 
attributes. 
The second stage, which is building the cadastre system database, is achieved by two steps, 
namely: designing the database, and creating the database. The database design, will be 
executed by organizing the data into tables in a way making the information easy to retrieve, 
and makes maintenance of database easy, and then establishing the relationships between 
tables. Then, to complete the database building, Microsoft access method, which allows 
database to be used with visual basic applications, and having a good database design 
interface for setting up tables, indexes, queries, and tables relationships will be used to create 
the database itself . 
At this point, the necessary cadastral maps were automated, and the cadastre system relational 
database has been completely built. Because this type of relational database can contribute a 
great deal of regularity, accuracy, reliability, and improve the data acquisition, processing, 
storage, and retrieval at minimum time and cost, it gave us the chance to design and develop 
efficient computer package software to be capable of using and implementing those 
capabilities of the designed database of the sought cadastre system in Egypt, which is 
basically execution of the third and last stage of our work plan depicted in figure1. In this 
context, personal computer software package is designed and established by the author, using 
visual basic programming language on Microsoft windows 95/98 platforms, and based on 
relational database management system. 

3. USED DATA: SOURCES AND ACQUISITION 

The available data for the current practical application, with 1:2500 cadastral hard copy map, 
covering some villages, located in the north east part of Cairo city, as sown in figure (2). This 
map  includes  several layers such as parcels layer, roads layer, buildings layer, vegetation 
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Figure (1) Developed cadastral system – work plan 
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layer...etc. Therefore, the hard copy cadastral map forms the first main source of digital map 
spatial data (map features), and non-spatial data (feature attribute tables PAT & AAT) for the 
developed cadastre system. Data on a hard copy map, which is required to be in digital form, 
can be captured into computer, by manual digitizing each feature, one by one, or by using an  

electronic scanner (automatic digitizing), whoever the former approach is used here, as will be 
indicated later. 
Also, additional descriptive data, such as: village name, hod name, hod number, hods 
included in each village, parcels included in each hod, parcel number, parcel owner, the type 
of land use for each cadastral parcel, … etc., represent the external needed data, to be 
captured from its several resources, to complete the building of the database of the sought 
cadastre system. The non-spatial attributes associated with map features, can be entered in a 
new file or later after reconstructing the topological attribute files (PAT & AAT), which has 
been used in our example here. Tables (1 to 5) contain samples of the external descriptive 
data, that are needed to complete building the sought cadastre system database. Although 
these five tables are self explanatory, a brief description of their contents will be given bellow, 
for the sake of completeness: 
Table 1: this table is a sample of prepared feature attribute tables in the map database, which 

comprises three main tables: the first table is the Polygon Attribute Table (PAT), 
which includes for each parcel the following items: parcel area, parcel perimeter, 
parcel ID, and (x, y) map-coordinates of the parcel label. The second table is the Arc 
Attribute Table (AAT), containing the arc definitions such as: From Node, To Node,  

Figure (2). cadastral hard copy map 
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Table  1  Feature Attribute Tables (PAT & AAT) 
 

a. Polygon Attribute Table (PAT) for the parcel coverage, which created by topology 
construction  by DAK. 

(Number of records “rows” is equal to the number of the parcels in the coverage, which is 716 parcel in our 
example here.) 

AREA 
(M2) 

PERIMETER 
(M) 

PARCEL_ 
 

PARCEL_ID 
 

X_COORD 
(M) 

Y_COORD 
(M) 

24605.410 665.3954 2 1 63.3131 898.0787 
… ... … … … … 

Up to 716 record 

 

 
 

Table  2 Villages, Hods, as included in the study area 
 

 
 

b. Arc Attribute Table (AAT) for the parcel coverage, which created by topology 
construction. 

(Number of records “rows” is equal to the number of the arcs in the coverage, which is 2593 arc in our 
example here.) 

 

FNODE_ TNODE_ LPOLY_ RPOLY_ LENGTH ARC_ ARC_ID 
24 3 3 4 7.287601 24 24 
… … … … … … … 

Up to 2593 record 

c. Point Attribute Table (PAT) for the parcel coverage, which created by topology 
construction.  

er of records “rows” is equal to the number of nodes in the coverage, which is 1894 node in our example here.) 

NODE_ID X_NODE Y_NODE 

1 645000 825000 

… … … 

Up to 1894 record 

 ا�� ا�����
Village Name 

 ا�� ا��
ض
Hod Name  

 ر�� ا��
ض 
Hod Number 
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Table 3 The parcel owners in the study area 

Parcel Number Parcel Owner 


% �"ا�,�� زو��ري 8� 

 أ�3, ��0* �/�, 32

… … … 

Up to 716 record 

Table 4 Sample of land use type, and the cost per feddan of each parcel in the 
study area. 

parcel_num Land use type Cost Per feddan 
 40000 ��4ء 3
 20000 زرا�	 14

 30000 ��7ن ��م 147

11 	��$ 35000 
… … … 

Up to 716 record 

Table 5 Sample of included parcels in each hod of the study area. 
HOD_NAME PARCEL_NUM HOD_NAME PARCEL_NUM 

��
 41 ���وف 17 ا�
Up to 17 record 

Up to 79 record 

��� ��� 63 ���� ��� 15 ا��
Up to 59 record Up to 17 record 

���� ����� 8 !�
� ��� 7 
4 records Up to 75 record 

Table 6. Lest of some features and related attributes 

Geographic feature Feature class Feature attribute 

Parcels Polygons 
 

Area 
Owner 

Perimeter 

Land use Polygons Land use type 
Land-use code 

Cost per hectare 
Roads Lines Road code 

Soils Polygons Suitability 
Streams Lines Stream class 
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Left Polygon, Right Polygon, and Arc identifier. The third table is the Point Attribute 
Table (PAT), which includes the Nodes definitions, namely: Node identifier, the 
Nodes (x, y) map coordinates of the boundary corners of the parcels. 

Table 2: it illustrates the villages’ names, and names and numbers of hods in each village, as 
included in the study area. 

Table 3: this table represents a sample of existing parcels with their owners, as included in the 
study area. 

Table 4: it is a sample showing the land use type of each parcel, as well as the cost per feddan, 
as existing in the study area. 

Table 5: this table is a sample of included parcels in each hod of the study area. 
 
4. AUTOMATION OF CADASTRAL MAP SPATIAL DATA 
 
The process of automating the map spatial data involves several steps, that is [ESRI, 1990; 
Hassen, 1992]: Identifying map data-layers and attributes, getting map spatial data into 
computer, and Getting the external attribute data into computer.  
 
4.1 Identifying map data-layers and attributes 
 
In the first step which is identifying map data-layers and attributes, the following four 
operations are involved: 
1. Map geographic-features and their attributes have been identified on the map sheet in our 

hands. For example, parcel, which is a polygon feature, is needed as one geographic 
feature, with area, owner, land-use code, and perimeter, as attributes table (6). 

2. Then, since the amount of information on the base map may make data capture more 
difficult, the base map has been organized into several layers, such as parcels, land use, 
roads, buildings, streams, soils, wells, and administrative boundaries. Additionally, there 
are number of factors influence layer organization in a geographic database, and they 
differ with each application. Two of the most common considerations for organizing layers 
include feature types (point, line, or polygon) and thematic grouping of features. Typically, 
layers are organized so that points, lines, and polygons were stored in separate layers. Each 
layer is called coverage, which consists of topologically linked geographic features and 
their associated attributes stored as an automated map[e.g. Nassar, et. al., 1995]. For 
example, well sites that represented by points (nodes), stored in one layer, while roads that 
represented by lines (arcs), were organized in another layer, and parcels that represented 
by areas (polygons), were stored in third layer, as depicted in figure (3). In additional to 
the main coverage features (nodes, arcs, and polygons), there are another two features, 
namely: label points and tics [ESRI, 1990]. Features also organized thematically by what 
they represent. For example, parcels organized in one layer, and buildings in another. 
Although parcels and buildings are both polygon features, it makes sense to store them 
separately. For example, the attributes associated with a parcel might include its land-use, 
while attributes for buildings might include number of flats. Because their associated 
attributes differ significantly, the parcels and buildings should be stored in separate layers 
figure (4).  
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Wells (point) 

Parcels (polygons) 

Figure 3 Organizing data layers After [ESRI, 1990] 

Roads (lines) 

Parcels         polygons          area, perimeter 

Buildings     polygons          number of flats  

 

Land Use    polygons          use, development, Cost. 

Figure 4 Organizing features thematically in layers After [Nassar and Baraka, 1995] 

Coverage         Layer name    Feature class    Attributes 
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3. After that, the needed coverages for our database, the parcel coverage in our example, has 
been identified to be automated, and the attributes needed for these layers, in the map 
database, have been determined. The process of identifying the geographic features and 
their attributes, and organizing this information into layers, determines the coverages, that 
must be contained in the digital geographic database [e.g. Akef, 1991]. A coverage 
consists of topologically linked geographic features and their associated attributes 
“descriptive data” stored as an automated map [ESRI, 1990]. In some cases, the data layers 
were available on separate maps, or  already in digital format on the computer. In other 
cases, we have to automate layers from a single base map. In these instances, it is often 
easier to create separate map manuscripts for each layer, since the amount of information 
on the base map may make data capture more difficult. So, each coverage was identified to 
include certain group of share some common characteristics and require, almost the same 
type of analysis. These features in each coverage are one of three types, points, lines, and 
polygons. Once each map manuscript has been digitized, we have the needed geographic 
features stored as x and y coordinates, in the digital database, along with the attributes in 
the coverage feature attribute table figure (5).  

4. The specific parameters (numbers or characters) for each attribute and the types of values 
to be stored were decided. For example, “ 
 زو��ري��� ���� ا ”. Similarly, for attributes 
representing numeric values, such as parcel number, the actual value has been stored (for 
example: 4). When the attribute describes a class, it might be easier and more efficient to 
store a code for the class rather than a description [ESRI, 1990, Abd-Elrahman, 1994], for 
example, the character string “Land Use” has been stored as either a character code (LU), 
or a numeric code (100). In addition, because it makes the process of selecting and 
drawing features of a particular class easier, attributes have been coded. 

 
4.2. Getting map spatial data into computer 
 
In this stage, the main target is the data capture, in both its spatial and attribute format. The 
map data may be in digital form, or as a hard copy form, which should be in turn digitized. In 
our study here, the practical implementation of the developed cadastre system, was applied on 
a hard copy map. This stage means to convert features on a cadastral hard copy map to a 
digital format on the computer, and then making it usable. In this section a brief description of 
data capture and digitizing process, and stages of making the spatial data usable, will be 
given. 
 
4.2.1 Converting map spatial data into digital format (digitization process) 
 
The process of capturing spatial data manually is called digitizing. Before achieving the 
digitizing process, to be more efficiently captured the map data, the used base map has to be 
prepared first. The overall purpose of preparing the map, is to minimize the number of 
questions that will be encountered against the operator during the digitization stage.In this 
stage, the hard copy map has been captured into computer, by manual digitizing using a 
manual digitizer (Tektronix 4958). Data on a map, can be captured by digitizing each feature, 
one by one, or by using an electronic scanner to capture an entire sheet of features [e.g. 
Ragab, 1996; Nassar et. Al., 1997a]. Data in the form of known coordinate values can also be 
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captured, by typing-in the exact x and y coordinates. Each of these options requires some 
preparation before the data can be properly interpreted by the computer. 
Digitization is the process of converting the spatial features on a map into a digital format. 
Digitizing involves manually tracing all features on a map. This can be demonstrated, by 
taking any map manuscript, and breaking it into its component parts. That is a number of 
points and lines.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

parcel_cod   parcel_num      perimeter               area 

        1               1                        664.2748                24592.96  

        2               3                         251.7359                1645.97 

        3               4                         650.1929                2002.93 

        4              15                        533.2702                 

15109.98       5              17                       394.0521                 9676.60 

 
   Figure 5.  Graphic data / Tabular data integration After [ESRI, 1990] 

1 1

4 

1

3 

parcel_cod            cost        owner                   lu_cod 

        1                        40000       Fayez jrad                  100 

        2                        20000        Ramez Mohamed       200 

        3                        40000        Ali zoubarei              100 

        4                        30000        Abdelkader krdokli     300 

       5                        40000       Nezar mahros            100  
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4.2.2. Making digitized spatial-data usable 
 
While, in our study here, the practical implementation of the developed cadastre system, has 
been applied on a hard copy map, the process of converting base map data into digital form in 
the computer, involved many problems, which can be classified into three major items, 
according to the three vector data-structure types, which are: polygon data, linear data, and 
point data [Abd-Elrahman, 1994]. Such problems must be solved and recovered before 
beginning the steps of making spatial data usable. Accordingly, these problems have been 
explicitly defined, and the practical solution for them has been achieved using the AutoCAD 
commercial software. 
Then, the steps of Making spatial data usable were started, Even if one very careful while 
digitizing, the connection between lines will not be made perfectly. So making this spatial 
data usable really means making coordinate data free of errors and topologically correct. This 
is accomplished by establishing the existing spatial relationships (constructing topology), 
identifying digitizing errors, correcting them, and then reconstructing the topology [ESRI, 
1990]. These steps are found to be possibly executed by using an available commercial 
software package, namely: Data Automation Kits (DAK). 
Since topology makes explicit relationships between geographic features within any given 
coverage, the errors that may exist in the data, have been identified, and fixed (missing data 
has been added, and wrong data has been removed and replaced by the correct data). DAK 
software has been used in our study, to identify some of digitizing errors automatically, after 
the topology has been constructed. The operator has identified other errors, after the digitized 
data have been examined and compared with the original manuscript. At last, because the 
process of editing the coverage spatial features has changed the pre-established spatial 
relationships, in the previous step, these relationships have been updated by reconstructing 
topology between spatial features. 

 
4.3. Getting external attributes into computer 
 
As mentioned in the previous section, and displayed in tables (2) to (5), after making spatial 
data usable, additional external attribute data, that still needed to be specified in our database, 
such as: the village name, hod name, hod number, parcel number, parcel owner, land-use type 
of each parcel…etc. have been added into the parcel coverage, by key-board, or transferred 
from another computer systems, by electronic files stored on fixed or removable discs. 

 
5. BUILDING THE CADASTRE SYSTEM DATABASE  
 
Building the cadastre system database, effective with visual basic applications, consists of two 
steps, namely: designing the database, and creating the database. This stage is found to be 
possibly achieved by using an available commercial software package, namely: Microsoft 
Access (Access 2000).  
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5.1 Designing the cadastral system database 
 
To have a good database design, and to achieve an efficient data management, within the 
developed cadastre system database, the data have been organized in away that meet the 
following database design objectives [McFadden, 1991]: 
1. Eliminate of redundant data. 
2. Stores data in an efficient manner possible to keep the database from growing too large. 
3. Provides minimum search times when locating specific records (data easy to retrieve). 
4. Makes data updates as easy as possible to be implement. 
5. To be flexible enough to allow inclusion of new functions required of the program.  
6. Keep the database easy to maintain. 
The design of a good database involves the following three stages [Hawryszkiewyez, 1991], 
namely: organizing the data into tables, establishing the relationships between tables, and 
creating and storing any necessary queries for the application. Each one of the above listed 
stages will be discussed bellow in the following subsections. 
 
5.1.1 Organizing attribute data into tables 
 
One of the key aspects of a good database design is determining how the data will be 
organized in the database. To have a good design, we organized the data in away that makes 
the information easy to retrieve, and makes maintenance of the database easy. Within our 
cadastral database, data has been stored in multiple tables, which are: VILLAGE table, HOD 
table, USE table, PARCELS table, and PAR_INFO table (tables (7) to (11). Although these 
five tables are self-descriptive, a brief description of their contents will be given bellow, for 
the sake of completeness: 
Table (7): this table displays villages-names, and their specific codes as is stored in the 

database. 
Table (8): this table contains the hods attributes, such as: hod name, hod_ number, and hod 

code, in addition to the villages codes as a foreign key links this table to the “village” 
table. 

Table (9):  it is a sample showing the initial attributes of each parcel, such as: parcel number, 
parcel owner, hod cod (as a foreign key linking this table up to hod table), parcel code (as 
a primary key linking this table to the (par_info) table), and land use code (as a foreign 
key linking this table to the (use) table). 

Table (10): it is a sample representing all other attributes related to parcels, and not included 
in the “parcels” table such as: parcel area, parcel perimeter, (x, y) map coordinates, and 
parcel code (as a primeray key linking this table to the “parcels” table). 

Table (11): this table contains the land use types, and cost per feddan of each type of land use, 
and the land use code (as a primary key to link this table to “parcels” table). 

 
5.1.2 Establishing relationships between the database tables 
 
When data is normalized and information is moved from one table to another, a method must 
exist to relate the two tables. The method for making the relationships between the database 
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tables is to use data keys or (key fields) [Jennings, 1997; Perry, 1998]. A key field is one that 
uniquely identifies a record. A key field may be one that has meaningful data in it, or it may 
be a created field that serves the only purpose of providing a unique identifier for the record. 
The main criterion for the key field is, that it must be unique. Figure (6) for example, shows a 
parcels table with a key field (parcel_cod) added to provide a unique identifier for each 
record. Often for dealing with parcel information, an account number (parcel code) is created 
for each parcel, and is used as the unique identifier. The key field is presented in both 
database tables of the relationship. For the hod table figure (7), one can assign a unique 
identifier to each hod record. Then the same identifier will be included in each of the parcels  

Table 7. VILLAGE table (as output of access and stored in database) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Table8. HOD table (as output of access and stored in database) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 9. Sample PARCELS table (as output of access and stored in database) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 10 Sample (Parcels information) PAR_INFO table(as output of access and stored in database) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

VIL_COD VIL_NAME 
A ����� ب أ��	
 
B ��	�� ا
C اء	ه� ا

VIL_COD HOD_NAME HOD_NUM HOD_COD 

A 1 3 ا���اوي 
A وف	2 6 �� 
A ���� 	��� 3 7 ا
B ���� 	�� 4 4 
B ���
 5 5 

PARCEL_COD PARCEL_NUM OWNER HOD_COD LU_COD 

�" !	اد 1 2 ��#$ 100 1 

� ا(�) زو�#ري 4 4 "�
 1 100 

… … … … … 

Up to 716 record 

PARCEL_COD AREA m2 PERIMETER m X_COORD m Y_COORD m 

2 24592.96 664.2748 645063.24482 824897.9686 
5 15109.98 533.2702 645249.7386 824946.1719 
… … … … … 

Up to 716 record 
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Table 11. USE table (as output of access and stored in database) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

LU_COD LU_TYPE COST 
 40000 ��#ء 100
200 �
 20000 زرا
500 *#�� 25000 

Figure 6. Organizing data in database tables  (data was stored in one or more tables, 
redundant data were eliminated, also, a key field “parcel_cod” was added to provide 
a unique identifier for each record in a parcels table) 
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records to indicate the hod to which the parcel belongs. If the key-field value is not unique, 
there is confusion about the hod information for a parcel. 
According to using data keys or (key fields), there are three types of relationships can be 
recognized between database tables, namely [e.g. Hawryszkiewyez, 1991; McKelvy, 1997]: 
one-to-one relationship, one-to-many relationship, and many-to-many relationship. 
 
5.2 Creating the cadastre system database  
 
The first step in implementing the database design is to create the database itself. There are 
three main methods of creating an Access database for use with Visual Basic, that is, the Data 
Manager application provided with Visual Basic, Microsoft Access, and the data-access 
objects with a program. [e.g. Jennings, 1997; Johnson, 1997]. In the current investigation, the 
Microsoft access, as available commercial software, has been used to setup the relationships 
between the Database tables. Access has a good visual design interface for setting up the main 
database elements, such as: tables (records and files), indexes, queries, and table relationships, 
and it is capable of setting up the tables relationships in two graphic forms. Figure (8) shows 
two cases of the graphical display, the use of key fields, and the relationships between the 
designed database tables in our study here. 
 
6. DEVELOPED CADASTRAL SOFTWARE PACKAGE 
 
At this point, according to the stipulated methodology and working plan for the sought 
modern cadastre system in Egypt, the fist two main stages, namely: Automating the map 

Figure7. Use of key field  (a unique identifier “hod_cod” has been assigned to each 
record in a hod table) 
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spatial data, and building the cadastre system database, have been completed, utilizing some 
of the available commercial software modules. This means that, the final stage of the 
established cadastre system database, into a practical usable cadastre system, for the 
convenience of any user in Egypt, still remains to be carried out. This latter stage, necessitates 
the development of a special software package, named here as “CADASTRE 1.0” to be 
designed by the authors. 
 
6.1 Objectives and capabilities 
 
The main goal of the developed software package “CADASTRE 1.0” is to access into the 
cadastre system database and explore, locate, retrieve, and process its data, with an efficient 
manner, concerning with the input data. In this context, there are two main programs, namely:  
EXPLORE, and SEARCH. The operator can select any one of those two programs from the 
main screen, since the two programs differ, essentially, by the way of accessing to database 
data. The program EXPLORE is capable of exploring the database in hierarchical manner 
(step – by - step), by selecting a village name, then select the required hod from the village 
contents, and at last, select the required parcel from the hod contents. On the other hand, 
unlike program EXPLORE, the program SEARCH is useful as research program, which 
capable of using a piece of information related to a parcel, as a manually external input-data, 
to access to cadastre system database. Then the two programs (software package) are capable 
of executing the following three shared tasks: 
1. Display a tabular report for each selected parcel containing all attribute data related to this 

parcel. 
2. Identifying the neighbor parcels to the selected parcel as a table contains all related 

attribute data. 
 

 

Figure 8a Graphical display of the relationships between database tables  
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3. Identifying the boundary-points of any selected cadastral parcel, and its (x, y) mapping 

coordinates. 
 
6.2 Form of input data 
 
Because the program EXPLORE is designed to work as an explorer program, the operator 
does not need to inter an external data into it. Consequently, the first step is to select the 
required village name, as an input data, from the available combo-box list at the main screen 
of program EXPLORE, which contains all villages’ names included in the designed cadastre 
system database. Subsequently, one can select the required hod, as an input data, from the 
output table that contains all hods included in the above selected village. At last, the required 
cadastral parcel can be selected, as an input data, from the previous output table, that contains 
all parcels included in the above selected hod.  
Conversely, unlike program EXPLORE, the program SEARCH is designed to work as a 
research program as mentioned before, so the operator needs to input, by keyboard, an 
external data into it. The main screen of program SEARCH contains six check boxes, they are 
“parcel owner”, “parcel number”, “land-use type (Lu_type)”, “hod name”, “hod number”, and 
“x, y point coordinates (node_ coor.)”. When any one of these check boxes is selected, a 
related text box will appear, then the operator can write a new available external input data in 

Figure 8b Graphical display of the relationships between database tables  
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it, and then click on the “Find” bottom to display the results in a new table on the computer 
screen. 

 
6.3 Form of output results 
 
Output is the procedure by which data is presented in a form suitable to the user. Data are 
output in one of three formats, namely: Hard copy, soft copy, and electronic format. Each one 
of the two programs of the developed cadastre system here is designed to output the results, 
on the computer screen (Soft copy output), as explicit tables, that can display the attribute data 
of the cadastral parcels in optimum way. In addition, for printing purposes, all output results 
(resulted tables) of the two programs, that displayed on the computer screen, are automatically 
saved in the cadastre system database, so the operator can print it immediately (hard copy 
output). On the other hand, the package output can be saved in electronic format, as a 
computer compatible files stored on fixed or removable discs. The outputs of the software 
package (two programs) are tabular attribute data, which contains the attribute data for each 
parcel such as area, perimeter, owner, (x, y) coordinates for each parcel corner point.  
The main output results of the program EXPLORE are the followings: 
1) The villages’ names, which included in the cadastre system database figure (9). 
2) The "hods" table, which contains attribute data related to all hods included in the selected 

village figure (10). 
3) The "parcels" table, which contain attribute data related to all parcels included in the 

selected hod. 
4) Parcel report table, which display all attribute data related to a selected parcel. 
5) Neighboring parcels table, which contains attribute data relate to all parcels Neighboring to 

the selected parcel. 
6) Parcel boundary-points table, which displays the boundary-points (x, y) coordinates related 

to the selected parcel. 
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Figure 9 List of villages included in database 
(All villages names included in the designed database, “three villages”) 

Figure 10. Table of hods included in village 

(All attribute data of all the six hods " ا
	�اض  "   included in the 

selected village " ا�ه�اء " ) 
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As an overall summary of EXPLORE output results, in the three above steps, one more 
additional screen is also provided, which gives the whole possible resulting functions, that the 
program EXPLORE can execute and give, which is depicted in figure (11). For printing 
purpose (hard copy outputs), all previous output resulted tables, given in steps (1 to 3), as a 
soft copy outputs of the program EXPLORE, are automatically saved in the system database. 
For example, figure (12) displays the printed attribute data related to “parcels” contained in 
the selected "hod”. 
On the other hand, the output of the program SEARCH differs relative to the type of the 
external input data as shown in table (12), and figures (13 to 16). The operator can select the 
required parcel by either its number, owner, or any other included attributes from the above 
output tables, depending again on the external input data, and then, as program EXPLORE, 
Program SEARCH is capable of output the following results (figure 11). 
1. Parcel report table (4). 
2. Table of neighboring parcels to a select one. 
3. Parcel boundary points, and their (x, y) mapping coordinates.  
 
Table 12 The output results of the program SEARCH according to the external input-data 
only. 
Input data Resultant data related to parcels 

Parcel number 
 

Table contains all parcels having the same input number, 
and their related Attribute data 

Parcel owner Table contains all parcels that owned by this input owner, 
and their related Attribute data 

Land-use type  Table contains all parcels having the same input land-use 
type, and their related Attribute data 

 
The hod-name 

Table contains all parcels included in the hod, that has the 
input name, and their related attribute data 

 
The hod-number 

Table contains all parcels included in the hod, that has the 
input number, and their related attributes 

Point (x,y) 
coordinates 

Table contains the parcel containing the point that has the 
input coordinates, and its attribute data 
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Figure 11. The whole output results of the program EXPLORE 
(In case, the selected parcel number is “8”, as a one of the four parcels existing 

in the established database, and included in the selected hod “ ���� ����� ”) 

Figure 12. program EXPLORE: the output hard copy (all attribute data related to 
parcels included in the specific selected hod, which automatically saved in the 

designed database for printing purposes, when desired) 
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Figures 13ز  Sample selecting a check box  (The desired 
“owner” check box as a selected one, and the associated text 
box having an assumed changeable input owner-name “ ���

ا���� زو��ري�”, which appears on the right side of it) 

Figure 14 The whole output results of the SEARCH program, as 
displayed especially for the parcel owner “ �� as ” زو��ري���� � ا�

an external input data 
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Figure 15 The output hard copy All attribute data related to all parcels 
existing in database, and owned by the same external input owner-name  
“ �� and automatically saved in the system database for ,” زو��ري���� � ا�

printing purposes, when desired 

Figure 16. The output hard copy (All attribute data related to all 
parcels existing in database, and having the same external input land-

use type “ء���”, and automatically saved in the system database for 
printing purposes, when desired). 
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7. CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the practical application of the developed Relational database, the designed 
database, unlike the present, and traditional forms of cadastre system database in Egypt, 
provides many advantages, such as: 
1.  The process of storing data in the developed relational database is accomplished in the 

most regular, and efficient manner, leading to eliminate redundant data in the database, and 
keeping the database from growing too large.  

2.  The database of the developed cadastre system allows to import, store, integrate and inter-
relate between lands related information from different sources. 

3. Also, the modern software packages, that are used in a modern cadastre systems, can 
utilizing the capabilities of this designed relational database, and accessing into it, and 
exploring, locating, retrieving, and processing its data, with an efficient manner, which 
leads to save the public and private money, time, and effort.  
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